Promoting of Development with the Assistance of Financial Technology
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Abstract—The financial service system has always served for urban families and companies. The kinds of financial products and services for the rural areas are very poor. Therefore, it is meaningful to promote the development of rural inclusive finance to improve the urban-rural dual structure. The convenience and accessibility of financial services can play an important role for the rural vulnerable groups. Financial technology refers to the dynamic integration of financial services and technology industry. The innovation of financial products and services based on technology will help to reduce financial costs and promote the leap-forward development of rural finance. Rural financial infrastructures have needed to be improved, and farmers have generally got lower education degrees with a vague understanding of financial knowledge. Financial technology can help rural financial innovations in many aspects, so it is necessary to embed financial technology into rural financial services. Fintech would be useful to improve the financial environment for agriculture, rural areas and farmers. Moreover, it can improve the efficiency of rural financial services, and establish a rural credit information system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In developing countries, the development of the agricultural sector is important for the following reasons. The most obvious one is that agriculture is still a source of livelihood for a majority of people in rural areas [1]. It can be seen that the required growth of productivity in agriculture means that more capital must be invested in it. Farmers need much more capital than they can afford to save to help them to keep the ability in production progresses. Hence, the financial routines are also necessary for farmers groups which they could not be access easily [2].

Furthermore, the income gap between urban and rural areas has become more apparent with the rapid development of the economy [3]. The issues about “agriculture, rural areas and farmers” have always been the focus of social attention. Nowadays, the development of rural finance has gradually become an important way to narrow the income gap between urban and rural areas. Furthermore, it can promote economic development effectively. The financial technology service plays a great role in promoting the development of finance in rural areas [4].

II. THE DEFINITIONS ABOUT RURAL INCLUSIVE FINANCE AND FINANCIAL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

A. Rural Inclusive Finance

Inclusive finance refers to the democracy and equality of financial services. Its goal is to offer equal opportunities to all groups of the social class to access to financial services. In the rural financial system, rural residents who have always been weak in economic situations and had not a good credit basis could not meet the loan requirements of financial institutions such as commercial banks [7]. However, these vulnerable groups also need financial services to change the current economic situations. Therefore, the development goal of rural inclusive finance is to provide financial services of consumption or production to the vast micro-subjects in rural areas.

B. Fintech

“Fintech” is the abbreviation of financial technology which has gotten a lot of attention in recent years [8]. Moreover, the definitions of concept of fintech are not similar due to the different stages of financial development in different countries. The definition of fintech from the Financial Stability Board (FSB) which refers to the financial innovation brought by technology is generally accepted by the people of financial industries [9]. It can create new business models, applications, processes or products with major impacts on the financial markets, financial institutions or financial services. However, the “fintech” is not the same as “Internet finance”, which they are easy to be misunderstood by some people [10].
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III. THE PRESENT PROBLEMS OF RURAL INCLUSIVE FINANCE DEVELOPMENT

A. The Ineffective Data Utilization with the Developing Rural Financial Basis

China has already guided rural financial institutions to finish information construction as soon as quickly to improve rural hardware infrastructure, which includes clearing channels and services promotion, the collection of credit information for farmers or agriculture-related enterprises, and the rural payment system improving. Moreover, the financial system with the leading factor of the rural credit union has been established with the other banks based on the villages and towns to provide basic financial services to peasant households [11].

However, the overall rural inclusive finance system for all rural areas have not been finished. Hence, the incomplete information from the rural financial system cannot be used for the financial market effectively, which means the rural financial system cannot be associated with the national financial market to get the full functions. And the fintech could solve this problem by using big data and blockchain technologies.

B. The Lacking Financial Knowledge for Farmers

The rural financial institutions have successively offered lending services for agriculture supporting under the guidance of national policies [12]. The Internet platforms of different financial institutions have also seized the opportunity to continuously meet the financial needs of modern agriculture which include lending, money management and other aspects. However, the average lower education degree of the farmer group leads the rural financial market more difficult to be entered in. Farmers' understandings about financial knowledge, related financial products and services are still not enough. It has hindered the development of rural finance in China.

C. The Obstacles of Rural Inclusive Financial System Implementing

Some important government meetings point out it is necessary to speed up the establishment of rural inclusive financial systems and innovate rural financial system to accelerate the development of rural inclusive finance. At the same time, a series of support policies have been implemented which include tax-free policies for rural financial services, financial subsidies for poverty alleviation loans and establishment of rural inclusive financial systems. However, the implementation of policies has been not been effective. The farmers cannot be able to understand relevant policies in time with the ineffective information spreading and measures implementing because of the cost constraints of rural financial institutions.

IV. THE FUNCTIONS OF FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGY IN RURAL INCLUSIVE FINANCE

Financial technology can help innovations of rural financial services in many aspects, which can be called "a historic opportunity" for development of rural finance in the new era. In 2017, the four major state-owned commercial banks successively signed the financial technology strategic cooperation agreements with the four major Internet giants which are called BATJ. The combination of technology companies and traditional banks will jointly create technological services for rural areas. More and more institutions have focused on this huge market with the growing demand for rural financial services. However, rural finance can be described as difficult in the process of advancement. China's "three rural issues" have always been complicated due to regional differences, urban-rural differences, and extremely diversified market demands. Hence, there is great feasibility and necessity to embed financial technology into rural financial services. The combination between technology companies and traditional financial institutions which have their own expertise in their respective fields of business should lead to the leap-forward development of traditional rural financial services.

A. Using Financial Technology to Improve the Rural Financial Environment

There are still many rural areas without modern financial services that are in a limited environment. Commercial banks can carry out inclusive financial innovations through fintech to face the complex rural environment. The approaches such as mobile financial product development and mobile phone e-commerce trading systems of rural areas could be used to improve the rural financial environment. The approaches can bring the services which include new rural insurance, new rural cooperatives, agricultural subsidies to rural area to create a “mobile wallet” for farmers. Moreover, e-commerce supply chain finance is also a beneficial branch and supplement of financial technology services for rural residents. With the popularization of rural e-commerce, banks can promote the development of financial technology in rural areas. In addition, the additional transaction data of e-commerce product transactions and supply chain might reduce the bank risk-taking and improve the accuracy of credit evaluation.

B. Using financial technology to improve the efficiency of rural financial service

Commercial banks can apply new technologies such as the Internet, big data, and artificial intelligence to the field of investment and wealth management based on the fintech platforms to offer the convenient services for rural families. Generally, the commercial banks could not set up their branches all over the rural areas which should need too much cost. The fintech with financial services can be suitable for situations and beneficial for both financial institutions and farmers. The most obvious application is that they can design some Internet wealth management products with low investment threshold, transparent information, and simple and standardized operation. The products can be sold by the mobile financial platform which has used fintech. The applications such as Weibo and WeChat can rely as marketing approaches for those financial products designed for rural families.

C. Using financial technology to establish a rural credit system

Efficient and convenient credit financing services are inseparable from the support of a sound credit system. Fintech could be used to establish a rural credit system to generate
value for farmers’ credit. For banks, it is beneficial to improve their risk management capabilities by providing fintech-based big data credit assessment services. The credit data can be collected from the Internet financial institutions such as Ali Pay, government departments, and rural commodity service providers. The information could cover farmers’ production, income, consumption and assets, which can evaluate each farmer’s credit accurately value. The rural credit system can help to maintain the activeness of rural financial markets.

V. SUGGESTIONS TO PROMOTE RURAL FINANCIAL DEVELOPMENT WITH FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGY SERVICES

A. Using technology to reduce the business costs of financial institutions

The obstacles of traditional rural financial development mainly focus on the high construction cost of branches, low returns and low market concentration. The product promotions, services delivery or financial knowledge popularization would cost a lot of money. Financial technology can solve these problems more conveniently. Mobile Internet technology can reduce the costs of financial institutions on network construction. Moreover, it can also increase the coverage of outlets, and reduce the operating costs of rural financial institutions.

B. Utilizing Internet technology to popularize inclusive financial education

The technology can greatly reduce the barriers to farmers’ access to financial services and make more farmers understand the financial industry. The traditional financial education should be inefficient and time-consuming, but the use of Internet technology can come true to the goal of financial knowledge promotion efficiently and conveniently in rural areas. The advancing of financial technology could offer better services for farmers only if farmers understand these services and know the importance of finance. Therefore, the promotion of financial knowledge is important. Financial institutions should use the existing communication facilities to implement this process, so that financial technology can be truly promoted in rural areas.

C. More strict government financial supervision

The financial supervision should be focused to make a good financial market order. Appropriate laws and regulations should be proposed for each financial development step. The fintech could raise more potential risks in the market while it brings convenience services. In the past two years, many companies with the “slogan” of financial technology have used the Internet to raise funds, which is illegal. For example, the P2P companies had been popular in the past two years which brought huge losses to the market and investors. There should be corresponding supervision in promoting financial technology and improving financial services. The financial prevention awareness of rural families is evenly much weaker than urban families. It should pay more attention to regulatory issues and protect farmers’ rights and interests when financial technology elements are jointed in the rural financial market.

VI. CONCLUSION

The development of financial markets is mainly concentrated in cities because of the more developed economy and denser population. In addition, the high cost of rural financial market development and the low expected return of rural financial services are also important factors. However, it is necessary to pay attention to rural financial development to eliminate the urban-rural gap and allow rural families to enjoy the benefits of economic development. Moreover, it is also the policy orientation of the government. With the development of financial technology, it can effectively solve the problems of high cost of rural financial market development, the insufficient return of financial institutions, and lacking financial knowledge of farmers. The financial technology should be used effectively to support the beautiful vision of a comprehensive well-off society with the development of rural financial markets. And the financial knowledge diffusion with internet, a sound rural financial credit system and a suitable supervision system should be considered to support the financial technology used in the rural financial market.
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